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Abstract-DC/DC Converters are now an essential part in a the chip (or the module) with ceramic[5] (in module) or
system due to the various needs of supply voltage that is ground filling (in chip) of the DC/DC Converter, which means
necessary for different circuits in the system. However, there are on-chip decoupling capacitor was not a methodology for the
many papers which have dealt for efficiency or for a novel layout of DC/DC Converters[6], and none of the layout
structure that would be customized to the specific design, but few methods that has been known has been researched whether
dealt with the noise characteristics of DC/DC Converters which
could critically affect to the output supply voltage the target this could be a solution to the noise problems or not.
circuit would need. In this paper we analyzed the effect of noise In this paper, we focused on noise coupling to the low
to a DC/DC Converter in a chip-package co-design. We figured power, low voltage chip DC/DC Converter in a Chip-Package
out that the decoupling capacitors on the PCB board cannot co-designed DC/DC Converter model. We saw whether the
shield all the noise that could affect to the DC/DC converter, and decoupling capacitors outside the DC/DC Chip could be a
on-chip decoupling capacitor for a DC/DC Converter would be sufficient solution to prevent noise coupling in every
necessary. frequency band. A test 3.3V to 1.8V DC/DC Converter was

designed, and a simple chip-package co-model has been made
I. INTRODUCTION to see the effects of noise to the DC/DC Converter.

Simulations were held to see the noise effects.
Technology these days demands us to make a smaller, and Section II describes how the on-chip DC/DC Converter and

a more compact device on a smaller system to meet the package model has been made. Section III describes how
customers demand. Due to this trend of technology, system much noise can be transferred through the package to the
designers wonder whether it would be 'SOC' or 'SiP' or DC/DC Converter chip, and degrades its purpose. Section IV
some other solution to solve this problem to a more compact, proposes that on-chip decoupling capacitor could be a fine
and an efficient system[ 1]. Whatever the solution is, the solution to the noise problems of DC/DC converter.
obvious fact is that a system is meant to be more complicated
with more circuits, and these numerous blocks of circuit are in II. MODELING OF DC/DC CONVERTER CHIP AND PACKAGE
need of various, but smaller DC/DC Converters [2].

Because of the principle role of these 'Power converters', A. Design ofthe 3.3 V to 1.8 VBuck Converter
papers that come out about DC/DC converters mostly focus A synchronous type small voltage (3.3V to 1.8V), low-
on the efficiency of the converter, or on the methodology, and power(1W) single chip buck converter has been designed
some other papers on DC/DC Converters propose a novel using 0.35um Samsung CMOS technology. High side switch
design for a specific (or a normal) application that could be is the pMOS and low side switch is the nMOS. The low side
the most efficient to the purpose. Because of these synchronous type is used to reduce conduction loss with a big
characteristics, few papers focused on the analysis of noise on pMOS (160mm) and nMOS (60mm) switch. Their internal
DC/DC Converters [3]. switches and synchronous rectifier eliminate the necessity of

However, the technology trend these days, and the system external MOSFET and schottky diode[7]. The PWM
either in SOC, SiP or etc, means to a more compact space switching frequency of the DC/DC Converter is 1MHz,
between circuit blocks. This means coupling could occur The Control block of DC/DC Converter was also made
seriously between system blocks and DC/DC Converter inside inside the chip to create PWM signal and feedback the output
this system cannot be ignored from noise coupling. Normally, voltage. The Control block consists of Error amplifier,
because of these phenomena, a big capacitor (a few uF) is Comparator, pMOS-nMOS driver and the triangular wave
very closely placed before the DC/DC Converter chip in order generator.
to make the converter immune from noise [4]. An operational amplifier was designed to function in error

However, due to other considerations except noise, like amplifier, comparator and triangular wave generator. The
thermal problems or stable power issues, a designer layouts unity-gain bandwidth is located at 57MHz with phase margin
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of 59°. The open loop dc gain of the operational amplifier was the package. Big size (a few uF) decoupling Capacitors and
various sizes of decoupling capacitors were added on thedesigned to have more than 60dB. Circuit simulations were pakg tobckniefrm ongnsd thDC C

done usingHspice. ~~~~package to block noises from going inside the DC/DC
Converter chip.

YDD
III. NOISE COUPLING FIGURED IN THE TEST PACKAGE

A. Transfer impedance ofthe designedpackage
From the previous models, we can plot transfer impedance

to estimate how much the system is sensitive to power/ground
bounce noise. Generally, in case of digital system,

R*1,R SSN(simultaneous switching noise) is considerable. However,out _ f_estimation and analysis of power/ground bounce noise is more
important than SSN in analog circuit.

131.2MHz
Impedance _31.392_

-ND
Fig. 1. A Synchronous DC/DC Buck Converter Z22

Switch Driver
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IMHz IOMHz OOMHz 1GH.z 5GHz
Loop

Z ~ Compensation Fig. 4. Impedance plot of the test ackage
Comparator Error Ampo In Fig. 4, a solid blue line indicates transfer impedance

+ from package to the chip. Dotted green line indicates
7L impedance of the port at the side of package, and dashed red

M iangylarWavret line indicates impedance of the port where the chip is

MGerantur wve PWM Cotrol interconnected. In this figure, the peak of Z12 was at

131.2MHz of 31.40, which means that if SSN or power
Fig. 2. Control circuit block diagram of designed DC/DC Converter ground bounce occurs at this frequency, DC/DC Converter

cannot be protected by the big capacitor (a few uF) and other
B. Design ofthe package board capacitors that has been installed to protect the converter itself.
A 5cm*5cm package board with 4 metal layers (Signal, The high peak in the hundred MHz frequency range is due to

Ground, Power, Signal) was designed. the parasitic inductance which is inside the chip capacitor.
Measurement ports VWhat is worse, there are limits on lowering Z12 with package

15cm/z / Idecoupling capacitors and no matter how many decoupling
capacitors you install at the package, outside the chip,
resonance peak occurs at the few hundred MHz range. When

Nis t erred the resonance peak occurs at few hundred MHz, Z12 of the
pap8C9ge tens, and hundreds of MHz range also becomes high. This

5cm
t _ / /means the few tens, and hundreds MHz noise from outside of

Noise from DC/DC Chi package goes right through the DC/DC converter without any
Outside of pa aedisturbance.

Dec00pling
capacitors B. Noise effect to the DCIDC converter

As we figured out that noise of tens and hundreds of MHz
Fig. 3. Test board of measuring noise coupling to DC/DC Converter cudatal oit h CD ovre,isipratt

Two ports were made. A port was made at the outer side of know whether if this high frequency noise could actually
package to insert external noise to the package, and another affect the function of DC/DC Converter. To estimate the
port was made to interconnect DC/DC Converter chip from effect of noise to a DC/DC converter, 1lOOmV sin wave in
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different frequencies were inserted to the VDD. When this Table I shows that the effect of noise decreases as the
noise signal was inserted in VDD, the output voltage was frequency increases. However, effect of 1OOmV SSN noise to
measured. However, unlike what we expected that output DC/DC converter is not negligible until 200MHz. Noise until
voltage of DC/DC converter would swing in harmonics of the range of 200MHz should be in consideration to prevent
PWM frequency and noise frequency, output voltage of malfunction of the DC/DC converter.
DC/DC converter was very 'random', so here we proposed a Though the output voltage variation is in the order of mV's,
measuring method of DC/DC converter to quantify the the minor change of AV and offset voltage could affect
amount of noise it was affected. The output voltage was critically to the circuits that use supply voltage from the
measured by peak-to-peak ripple and change of the offset DC/DC converter. It should be in consideration that IC
voltage. Transient simulation was done until 2ms where the circuits require very precise input voltage.
DC/DC converter becomes steady state. The DC/DC Conventional DC/DC converters come out to have 10%
Converter was designed to have 1.8V with a ripple of 2mVP P, noise margin (:AV from the target voltage).[4] This means a
so ripple voltage which is higher than 2mV, should be DC/DC converter with 1.8V output voltage should never
considered as a noise. exceed 1.818V and never be under 1.782V. If this condition

Voltage cannot be satisfied, The DC/DC converter should be said to
'fail' its purpose. Therefore, we can say the effect of noise to
the DC/DC converter is 'very important'. Simulations showed
that until 200MHz, noise affected the function of DC/DC
converter by degrading the DC offset voltage and the ripple
voltage. Over 200MHz, the effect of noise was negligible
(output voltage in a range of 1.782V to 1.818V).

------ I-

- "90n 1M&n95mme IV. METHOD TO INCREASE NOISE IMMUNITY OF
DC/DC CONVERTERS

Fig. 5. Output voltage of the designed DC/DC converter without noise. Because of the reasons discussed in section III, transfer

Voltage
vofset impedance should be very carefully considered until the range

Voltage Ier~ of 200MHz. Due to big ESL of the decoupling capacitors
15 I outside the DC/DC converter chip, decoupling capacitor

inside the converter chip must be inserted in order to
i,5 immunize the effects of noise that has flown through the

package to the DC/DC converter. It would be the best not to
1;45 have a noise source in the few hundreds of MHz range, but

1 Time that could not happen in all applications. Although the
designers have passed over the necessity of on-chip

Fig. 6. Output of DC/DC converter when 5MHz lOOmV noise is inserted to decoupling capacitors[8][9][10], on-chip decoupling
Vdd. Measurement method is proposed. capacitors are necessary, and simulations with on-chip

decoupling capacitor in the range of 'nF' were needed to
decrease transfer impedance peak in the MHz (tens and

TABLE I hundreds ofMHz) range to a few ohm order.
VARIATION OF OFFSET AND RIPPLE VOLTAGE OF THE DC/DC CONVERTER

81.14MHz
Noise Variation of output Voltage Impedance 8
Frequency Offset AV(ripple) 1|oQ|

0MHz 1.574 V 5 mV
20MHz 1.475 V 450 mV
30MHz 1.469V 18mV
40MHz 1.499 V 26 mV lQQmQ
50MHz 1.529V 17mV 1
60MHz 1.579 V 18 mV lomt
70MHz 1.641V 35 mV
80MHz 1.668 V 56mV ini

90MHz 1.703 V 37 mV
100MHz 1.73 V 16 mV Freq
200MHz 1.79 V 10 mV 1MHz I0MHz 100MHz 1GHz SGHz

|300MHz 1.797V 6mVl
|400MHz 1.798 V 6 mV |Fig. 7. Improved transfer impedance (Z12) characteristics of the package
|500MHz 1.799 V 6 mV |by the on-chip decoupling capacitor.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the degradation of output voltage on DC/DC
converter by high frequency noise has been analyzed. It has
been figured that DC/DC converter is very sensitive to noise
in a wide range of frequency up to 200MHz. To prevent the
DC/DC converter from malfunctioning, conventional chip
power converters suggest decoupling capacitor outside the
chip in the order of few uF, but this cannot block all the noise
in various frequencies that could affect the DC/DC converter
due to the parasitic inductance of off-chip decoupling
capacitor. Therefore on-chip decoupling capacitor is necessary
to the inside of DC/DC converter chip to prevent hundreds of
MHz range noise degrade the function of DC/DC converter.
This means capacity of on-chip decoupling capacitor has to be
more than a few nF to prevent hundred MHz noise couple
inside the DC/DC converter chip. Therefore we suggest on-
chip decoupling capacitor for DC/DC converter is essential in
designing.
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